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Take student experiences to the next level

Meet Student Web: Our student-facing portal that takes the stress away 
from their university applications. From signing contracts to getting the 
accommodation they want, they can take care of everything they need to get up 
and running, and connect their data with your overarching student management 
in KxStudent.

A multi-function portal
Bring together accommodation applications, payments, contracts and much more, on 
a single platform that’s easy for students to use.

How it works:

Direct back-office connection
All data and interaction with Student Web feeds into their profiles within KxStudent, 
from where you can manage the entire student journey.

Flexible and configurable
Tailor your solution with your occupancy data’s and pricing, and adjust text, 
images and email content to present your accommodation in the best positive 
light.

Branding options
Student Web comes with a range of web design options and configurations, 
so that it blends in seamlessly with the rest of your digital footprint for a fully 
professional look.
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Better student experiences

Give students the feelgood factor and build a 
positive first impression by helping them secure 

the accommodation they want with ease.

Payment integration
Optional integration with our KxPayments 

solution means you can automatically take 
payments by card, money transfer, open banking 

and mobile wallets.

Simpler applications and allocations

Progress bars, filtering options and 
comprehensive data makes it faster and easier 

to process applications and 
allocate accommodation.

Stand out from the crowd
Integrate maps, local facilities, images and 
student reviews to put your university a cut 

above the competition in the service you deliver.

Consistent data
Direct connection with the KxStudent back-office 
system ensures a single source of truth and cuts 

out errors caused by duplication.

Save staff time
Student Web naturally takes care of many of the 
common queries students have when applying, 

saving your team vital time to focus on 
other key tasks.

Reduce paper waste
By enabling digital contract signing, you can 
eliminate printed contracts, helping you cut 

your carbon footprint and save on printing and 
postage costs.

Secure and compliant
Student Web is fully compliant with GDPR, 
so you can be sure that sensitive student 

data is kept safe, and that you have the right 
permissions to access and store that data.


